ABSTRACT
its constitutive molecules. This mechanism approach thus translated into Reductionism, since life analysis is reduced to mechanical descriptions of biomolecules and their interactions. Reductionism doctrine which is dominant in biology-medicine, is thus unaware of the role of the sense order and it doesn't take account about event's significance in an irreducible living being. That is the reason why Reductionism poorly understands the biological effects of electromagnetic fields, EMF, when its descriptions are limited to movements of electro-charged molecules, i.e. to current density induced by applied EMF, (Liboff, 2004, [5] ). Moreover, as Reductionism doctrine is based on Cartesian dualism which operated a rupture between a real objective part and a phenomenal subjective part, Reductionism doctrine presents an aporia 2 . And the Cybernetic model which supplements it and which allows the explanatory diagrams, also presents an aporia 3 .
In spite of these two aporias, Reductionism approach got a great success and produces a very large knowledge of the molecular components of the biosystems. Also known as
Atomism, Reductionism has not got any reference to Atomist philosophy of Democritus.
However in Democritus theory, physical vacuum played an essential part, in relation to the varieties of forms and changes. So the role of the bioelectromagnetic interactions space, i.e. the role of the physical vacuum located between biomolecules, does not have any place in the Reductionist doctrine, especially in relation to the varieties of forms and changes. Can there be a relationship between the physical vacuum properties and the molecules forms and changes in the matter of a living organism? For example, we know hydrophobic forces fields present in the aqueous physical vacuum 4 may affect the organic molecules form and curvatures directly. Reversely cointegration of biomolecules on the cell scale, then on the whole organism scale, is not entirely understood, particularly for genes and their products during embryo development, as Jacobs indicates it, (2003, [6] ).
Such a biological understanding could be presumably facilitated if the two aporias of the usual Reductionist-Cybernetic model were overcome. That can be done by means of a new epistemological contribution resulting from the Philosophy of Nature. The naturalism of such a contribution can be useful not only for the bioelectromagnetic knowledge, but also for a biological comprehension leading to genesis of new therapies.
The Naturalism which Arises from the Philosophy of Nature

A Topological Immersion of the Reductionism in Biology
The living system functioning is not exhausted by a Reductionist description based on Cartesian dualism. However Cartesian dualism affirms that the objective reality of any material substance could appear in the space extension. The mathematician Rene
Thom, (1980, [7] ), thus proposed an immersion of Reductionism in its space extension,
i.e., according to Thom, immersed in the morphology of the living systems. This space extension gives sense to the biochemical reaction which results in a conformation change, for a protein receptor as for a cell. And mathematics could abstract such a sense by means of topology 5 .
Topology as Situation Analysis
For the mathematician Henri Poincaré, (1895, [8] ), the principles of topology correspond to a situation analysis, (Analysis Situs.) That leads to the following idea: If a sense order is inherent to a biological phenomenon constrained by morphology, it could be formalized by a combination between biochemistry and topology, (analysis of the situation constraints,) so that the aporia of the cybernetic diagram be overcome. That combination extends the reductionist model of biology, in which sense order and morphological significance are largely ignored. Organism is indeed described by
Reductionism as being an interactive and integrated network of biochemical genes, proteins and reactions which gives birth to life 6 , as Chautard, (2009, [9] ), indicates it. This interactive network is described by a topology of nodes and connections, without any morphological significance.
The Scientific Risk of a Naive Ontology
Insofar as the morphological idea of Thom results from its mathematical work relating to Cobordism, (i.e. to a tool for classifying differentiable manifolds, leading Thom to the idea of properties of form edges of topological varieties [11] ), it has a major defect which is due to its philosophical weakness: The idea that forms edges could have a concrete dynamism corresponds to a naïve ontology 7 , which is naïve because contrary to Cartesian dualism. So on the one side, the idea of Thom had been rejected by reductionist philosophy. On the other side, it had not been integrated by philosophy of Nature, because it offers link neither with the existence in the world, nor with the irreducible principle which, according to the philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, (1945, [12] ), ensures the existence in the world of the living being. Since Thom topological approach does not describe form as a totality, it is not very useful for Holism 8 . That's because, in biology-medicine, Holism is a philosophy of life which is based on totalities, to oppose, or supplement, to Reductionism, (Largeault, 2006, [13] , Munson, 2007, [14] ).
The Naturalist Theory of Cellular Perception
A topological idea has appeared in the qualitative theory of the differential equations,
proposed by the mathematician Henri Poincaré, in 1890, [15, 16] . In order to solve differential equations which were not integrable, Poincaré combined a local analytical information, observed in the vector field vicinity of the points of interest, with topological properties which depend on the overall structure. Such a combination idea can be taken up into biology of Cellular Perception:
The naturalist theory of cellular perception regards causal analytical information as being combined with topological properties. Analytical information corresponds to the signal transcription at the membrane level and its cascade transmission within the cell.
The topological properties relate to the extracellular medium structure and its modulation by some events, depending on the cell intentionality. Such an approach allows a naturalist insertion of the sense order in cellular perception, through an epistemological reduction of the philosophy of Nature concepts:
The Essential Naturalist Idea of the Philosophy of Nature
The current philosophy of Nature has almost a century. The need for juxtaposing causal order and perceptive order appeared in the "Concept of Nature" of Whitehead, (1920, [17] ) and its following texts [18] [19] [20] . It extended with the "Notes sur la Nature" of Merleau-Ponty, (1995, [21] ), then with work of the current cross continuators, such as Barbaras, (2000, [22] ), Toscano, (2003, [10] ), Miquel, (2010, [23] ). The whole of these philosophers leads to an essential idea: The existence at world and qualitative perception of a natural organism function through the topological structure of its beingenvelope.
The Philosophy of Natural Organism and Its Being-Envelope
In order to suture logically the Nature wound opened by the Cartesian dualism, (between objective scientific construction and everything else considered as subjective,) Arnold Whitehead, (1925, [18] ), stated that any natural being has an organism and that any organism has properties of endurance, stability, and extension.
The extension property destroys the idea of simple space-time localization. It applies to a feeling aspect which is described as an elementary equivalent of perception. 
The Concept of Cellular Organism
The application of the natural organism concept at the cell scale overcomes the Cartesian aporia, because it allows a logical association between the quantitative and qualitative signaling roles. In that view, the Cellular Perception associates the mechanical and quantitative role of a local signal with the non-mechanical and qualitative role of a delocalized 9 overall information. This overall information starts from external events which gradually affect the cell being-envelope.
The Sense Order, between External Event and Organism Internal Relations
The epistemological reduction of being-envelope concept leads to the following double idea: The topological structure of the extracellular aqueous medium is modulated by certain worldly events. 
The Epigenetic Remodelling Pathway
The epigenetic remodelling pathway was defined by Berger, (2009, [28] ). Issued from the organism life in a given world, it leads to a stable and inheritable phenotype by a change effect into a chromosome without alteration in the ADN sequence. world. In part 2a, a telluric event happens somewhere in this world, may be two thousand kilometres away. In 2b, because of its qualitative value, this event unfolds the being-envelope of the natural organism. In 2c, this external unfolding modulates the internal sense order. In 2d, modulation of sense order acts upon internal organization.
Finally, in part 3, sense order modulation orients the internal activity.
plus the one of time equipped with some time thickness. Being-envelope structure is said to be unfolded by event with its qualitative thickness, including forerunners signals and possible effects.
In case of a sudden danger feeling, brutal unfolding of the being-envelope affects the sense order of the natural organism. It directs internal relations, which could allow monopolizing power in the salvation direction. But here, man as a human being is not a 
The Causal Order in Cellular Perception
In simple terms, any perception associates a causal order and a sense order. Reductionism has no explanation about the overall "mechanism" allowing these cointegrated transcriptional changes. Based on philosophy of Nature the assumption is that the permanent modulation of the signalsome, related to the interaction between the cell and its environment, is directed by the sense order in the cellular life.
The Sense Order in the Cellular Life
According to the Philosophy of Nature presented by Barbaras, (2000, [22] ) himself founded on Merleau-Ponty [21] , the sense order in the life of a natural being such as a cell refers to a total form. This form which is never completely realized offers here and now the experience of qualitative virtualities which are present in the temporal thickness. The example of the elephant becoming aware of the imminence of a tidal wave which might submerge it shows the determining role of temporal thickness. The event to come causes a virtuality to be anticipated as a form by the natural organism.
When modulating the sense order, this form causes an "instincttive" answer.
This idea may be epistemologically reduced from the elephant scale to the cell scale. In that way the cell beingenvelope could correspond to a given architectonic environment.
A description of this architectonic environment can be found into qualitative features of the topological structure of the aqueous extracellular medium.
It is assumed that the cell sense order associated with the cell total form results as an oriented set of constraints exerted on the intracellular causal relations. This way, some external events may have a qualitative repercussion upon cell sense order, justifying a possible reorientation of the signalsome modulation, when these events affect qualitatively the topological structure of the extracellular EMF event, then restores, observed Wang [34] . But when a cell is out of balance, it appears to be more receptive with the applied organization models due to the electromagnetic modulation of its medium.
The Biological Interaction of Static Magnetic Fields, SMF
The Primary Target
Reductionism offers a conventional explanation of EMF bioeffects in terms of a current density acting on some molecules movements. EMF bioeffects cannot thus be explained as soon as the induced current density is too low to disturb the atomism of nervous tissues, as Liboff, (2004, [5] ) observed. A non-Reductionist model could thus be more realist.
According to the conventional model, the target for the SMF biological interactions is the outer cellular membrane. Ayrapetyan, (2006, [36] ), suggested a more general primary target which is the aqueous medium which bathes the membrane and acts on the membrane components. Further forwards, the primary target could be the structure of the interaction field situated in the physical vacuum between the extracellular medium molecules. In the liquid water, between two H 2 O molecules attracted each other by the power of an electrostatic hydrogen bond, type HHO|||||HOH, the void distance is at least 2,4 Ä. The extracellular medium space thus mainly consists of an Aqueous Physical Vacuum, APV, which is the space of the electromagnetic fields and thermal interactions.
Topological Approach of the Extracellular Aqueous Medium
A topological model of thermodynamics for non-equilibrium systems was described by Kiehn, (2008, [37] ). The living matter answers this model because its thermodynamics is out of balance and its irreversibility implies a topological evolution. The topological model is based on the differential topological expression that the mathematician Cartan gave for the first law of thermodynamics *10 . It is assumed that the vector fields whose fluctuations can be connected to certain world events, (thus for the fluctuations of the electric and magnetic energy densities,) can modulate the topology of the aqueous extracellular medium. The reason is that the overall differential topology includes in fact several topologies, (which are presented in appendix.) The first topology applies to the aqueous extracellular medium molecules, the second relates to the physical vacuum where the interaction fields are, and the third applies to bosons, (particles such as are the photons.)
A result of this topological approach is that EMF, SMF, interaction corresponds to a 
The Action of the Magnetic Field on the Extracellular Aqueous Medium
Water is organized in continuous network by means of the hydrogen connections, Hbonds, of which the lifespan is about the picosecond. The co-operative effect of the meshs of the network is impeded by thermal agitation, indicates Mentré, (1995, [41] ).
In addition there are the impeding effects of the H-bonds defects which are due to the relative acidity of the water. These defects have one more or less H + proton, (according to whether the hydrated ions are of type H 3 O + , acidity, or OH-, alkalinity). The H-bond defects by lack of one proton H+ were described by Petrenko, (2004, [42] ). They are showed on Figure 3 .
At the same time, MF controls the spin states in the subsets of the extracellular medium, by supporting the existence of local configurations there. These fields are primarily those of diamagnetic water, majority variety of known as "para", and paramagnetic water, minority variety known as "ortho", according to the work of Tikhonov, 2002, [43] . After an exposure to EMF or MF, these sub- 
Gas|Water or Solid|Water Interface and Magnetic Memory of Water
Even though relaxation phenomena in water last from picosecond to second, effects of EMF or SMF treated water upon matter, alive or inanimate, remain efficient during hours after water treatment, indicated Colic & Morse, (1999, [44] ). Among long-term EMF, SMF, effects existing in the water structure and which alter its behaviour there are those which relate to the hydration of ions near surfaces and to the reactivity of interfacial water. The fact that outgassed water cannot be magnetized, implies that gas|water interfaces are necessary for EMF, Figure 4 . Effect of an applied magnetic field on a possible magnetic dialectic in water:
shows that a "dialectical interface" can correspond to the "para" (diamagnetic) and allows to carry out a broad walls draining. The explanation could be that EMF treatment with microwaves creates a kind of treated water, i.e. a reduction of gas bubbles associated to rate of ions (+).
• In chemistry, structural effects of EMF, MF, treated water turned on to be equivalent to those of the direct exposure to same EMF, MF. That is true for the electrodeposition of nickel, indicated Devos, (1998, [50] ), for the doping of nanoparticules, indicated
Gavrilov-Yusim, (2008, [51] ), or for the descaling of calcite to aragonite, indicated
Higashitani, (1995, [46] ).
• In biology the same equivalence between direct EMF exposure effects and EMF treated water effects can be observed, for example in case of activation of certain membrane channels, indicated Fesenko, (1995, [52] ).
Membrane Surface Forces and Cellular Activity
Surface forces acting in water are both long and short range. This mechanical presentation, adapted from the Bothelho theory, is perfectly Cartesian.
It explains the clustering of the intramembrane protein distribution after PMF exposure, observed by Marinelli, (1997, [56] ) and the channel opening through an indirect action of geo metrical forces upon membrane, after an extracellular medium exposure to EMF microwaves, observed by Fesenko [52] . But it doesn't explain the observed biphasic effect. This one depends more on the non-Cartesian sense order of the cell, as it proceeds on the medium qualitative topology.
The Effect of the Magnetic Sensitivity of the Stern and GouyChapman Double Ionic Layer
Modulation of sense order and reorientation of cellular activity after a magnetic exposure of the extracellular medium seem to depend on the CO 2 bubbles which are present in biological water. The double ionic layer which interfaces gas|liquid ensures the stability and evolution of the bubbles in water. The fact that bubbles evolution could be stabilized during hours after EMF, MF, exposure constitutes a kind of aqueous magnetic memory.
The double ionic layer implies a Zeta potential, as it can be seen on But what could be the initial mechanism which causes the CO 2 recombination during EMF exposure? Hisgashitani proposed a magnetohydrodynamic explanation which is valuable for moving water only. For calm water, the explanation can be an evolution of aqueous medium thermodynamic topology after a magnetic field exposure:
According to Binhi [38] , then Le Chapellier [57] , the aqueous medium is structured by propagates an organization of the water molecules around it, as it can be seen on figure. This water organization which faces thermal agitation and H-bonds connection defects, is translated in the background surface forces fields structure, i.e. the topological structure of the Aqueous Physical Vacuum.
In topological terms, a state of higher organization corresponds, in the background physical vacuum, to a topological structure of bosons 13 . But in philosophy of Nature terms, the perception that a cell can have of a bosons structure cannot be described, 
Medium Conditions and Possible EMF Bioeffects
More than simply temporal, the biphasic effect can result in a distinct behavioural answer, as if the cell chose from after its perception. A higher structure of medium surfaces forces is not necessarily a significant fact for a cell: Healthy living tissues in equilibrium are overall transparent with the magnetic field which causes this organization.
It is thus necessary to associate the bosons topological structure with a non-mechanical "sensitive touch" ("un touché sensible"), which gives the cell a sense of its behavior On the other hand, Jahns, (2007, [66] ), showed that chondrocytes stripped of their extracellular matrix and cultured in monolayers, take a spindle morphology extremely studded at the bottom. After EMF exposure morphological variations occur, passing from spindle to star, then to the round sphere which allows chondrocytes to leave bottom: The cell behavior evolution after EMF exposure translated into a reduction of 30% of the bottom anchors.
The Evident Role of Calcium Signaling
The cell behavior evolution can be explained by a coherence contribution in sense order as it is embodied in the calcium signaling events. . In chondrocytes, the synergy of EMF stimulation and presence of FCS can be also explained by the calcium signaling. Mac Neil, (1984, [69] ), showed the existence in FCS of CaM-like enzymes, with a different molecular weight but a similar activity to the one of calmoduline, CaM. Thereafter, WenQiang, (1997, [70] ), showed that four major proteins which bind to CaM activated by Ca 2+ were detected in the chicken serum and that growth promoters can also bind to CaM. The WenQiang suggestion, not checked, is that growth promoters as TGF-β1 could be stimulated in the extracellular medium by an activated CaM-like, before being able to effectively address to the specific membrane receptors of chondrocytes. The calcium signaling events associated with the complex Ca 2+ / CaM are notably responsible for the changes controlling the actine filaments network within the chondrocytes cytoplasm, (Onuma 1988, [71] ), what directs the cell morphological changes, (Jahns, 2007, [66] ).
All this suggests that the extracellular medium action on the cellular perception can operate by coupling a nonmechanical qualitative effect, according to sense order, with a mechanical quantitative effect, according to the causal order implying calcium signaling: The membrane receptor proteins denaturization, activation or clustering due to medium structure curvatures, is thus concomitant with a calcium flux modulation depending on cell status.
The Double Bioeffect Resulting from Electromagnetic Fields Exposure
The exposure of cells and their medium to Electromagnetic Fields, EMF, may results in a double observable effect. The former relates to the calcium signaling variations, the latter relates to the gene expressions.
The First Effect
It is well known that the intracellular calcium level, (Ca However there is a pain relief after exposure to MF which is frequent and which can be explained through calcium signaling. On the one hand, algogenic substances such as bradykinine modulate up the (Ca 2+ )i level, (Bathon, 1994, [74] , Gelperin, 1994, [75] ).
In addition, according to Voitenko, (2006, [76] [38] . They can act upon calmoduline status, through free radicals acting on Methionine oxidation and through ion binding interaction. They can act upon channel opening through aqueous structure, and upon Ca 2+ pump through calmoduline status, [83] . It is stated that the qualitative topology of the aqueous medium structure modulates the cell sense order. This one is supposed to ensure a cointegrated transcription of the calcium signaling components. It leads to a calcium homeostasis which is crucial for observable biological effects.
The Second Effect
The second effect of EMF, MF, exposure relates to the modulation of genes connected with the signaling pathways components. Hanada, (2007, [77] ) showed that in neuronal cells (of wild worms C Elegans,) genes connected to calcium signaling pathway or to synaptic transmission have expression levels modified after exposure to MF, 5000 Cellular perception also includes subjective aspects which cannot be studied by naturalism with objective horizon. Thus for example the sense order in a cellular organism perception also includes probably a psychic side, according to an elementary material unconscious. But its study, at the interface between biology and psychology, is out of objective naturalism.
Temporal Thickness and Cellular Resistance to EMF Exposure
Detailed descriptions by patients showed the existence of some "cellular resistance" which rises after some sessions to oppose the dictation of the applied PEMF treatment.
It also appears during animals' treatment, as De Mattei (2007, [61] ) observed. To stop the genetically irreversible evolution of the articular cartilage in the old Dunkin-Hartley pigs, the chondrocytes stimulation by PEMF must be important in duration, and to be lengthily and patiently repeated, because a cellular resistance opposes the dictating of the treatment:
Insofar as the most elementary psychic material is the feeling, cells have probably a psychic part which is an elementary material unconscious. This way, the evolutionary change under dictation of a repeated event, is not done without a natural attempt to get back to the previous order, because material unconscious is former to the present cell status with its molecules organization, [84, 85] . In that way, topological nuances which integrated the being-envelope during PEMF treatment meet consist of a temporal thickness. Within this temporal thickness the constant modulation of the signalsome ensures all at the same time both the cell endurance and its possible adaptation to the changing world. Temporal thickness is what allows the organism to be enduring, rising all at the same time both a resistance to events dictation and an adaptation faculty.
Appendix: Cell Topological Thermodynamics as
Connected to Electromagnetic Theory
Topology is the study of properties that remain invariant under deformations through homeomorphisms, (i.e. oneto-one correspondence of the set's points.) With Gauss, then Riemann, differential geometry applied to metric non-euclidian surfaces leading to the idea of topological spaces [86] . Now, applied topologies are said to be connected if they are all in one piece. With contrast, a qualitative topology may be defined as neither metric, nor connected.
In biological systems, qualitative development involves an alteration in the structural and functional nature of system, as it can be by entropy effect, or by an unusual expression of genes [87] . A qualitative topology of biological systems should thus take account for entropy.
As a Kolmogorov Topology may be non-metric, disconnected and additive for entropy, it could be a candidate to describe a qualitative topology. By example, the topological thermodynamics structure of any system, as described by Kiehn, (2009, [88,89] ), is a KolmogorovCartan T0 topology, given the symbol, KCT0. This topology, with sets that are exterior differential forms, is disconnected into two components representing equilibrium systems, (Pfaff dimension <3) and non-equilibrium systems, (Pfaff dimension >2). Living systems are nonequilibrium systems.
In this perspective, a differential 1-form of Action A on a differential variety {x, y, z, t, dx, dy, dz, dt} may encode topological electromagnetism of the thermodynamic living system. The coefficient functions of the 1-form of Action A, per unit charge, are the symbols representing the vector, A, and scalar, Φ, potentials of electromagnetic theory.
The exterior differential of A is utilized to produce the 2-form, F = dA, of field intensities B and E, which are the limit sets of the Action relative to the KCT0 structure. Only the rotational components of A act as a magnetic field, with B = curl A. An interaction energy density and the total energy density are defined as:
The interaction energy density = (A·J -ρΦ). (1) The total energy density = (B·H -D·E) -(A·J -Φ). 
